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Level 1 Dance, 2017
90861 Demonstrate understanding of a dance performance

2.00 p.m. Thursday 23 November 2017 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of a dance 
performance.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding of 
a dance performance.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of a dance performance.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You will be given five minutes to read and prepare before the video recording begins to play.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

Achievement

11

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.

















Achievement exemplar 2017 

Subject: Dance Standard: 90861 Total score: 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

The candidate has clearly described a moment in the dance and an 
idea/emotion that is communicated in the dance performance.  

The description in part (a) clearly describes the context of the performance, 
detailing two specific aspects within this. The sketch identified in part (b) is 
further developed in part (c) The candidate demonstrates understanding of the 
moment and is able to link this to the movement, however, the answer remains 
generally under developed.  

The candidate could have included more specific examples from the 
performance to support their description of the ideas/emotions that are being 
communicated. They could have focused on developing these ideas with more 
specific evidence to gain M5. 

2 A4 

This answer shows evidence towards A4 rather than M5 due to the lack of 
evidence that demonstrates an in-depth understanding. 

The sketch in part (a) clearly describes a repeated feature, further supported 
in part (b). 

In part (c) the candidate clearly describes how the repeated feature shows one 
idea within the dance, however, is unable to develop this answer due to the 
lack of variation and scope within the feature that has been chosen and limited 
development of the idea itself. 

3 A3 

The candidate identified and described the use of one production technology 
and the relationship between the movement and technology.  

The candidate described the production technology with limited detail and 
connection between the chosen movement and technology. 

There is some evidence in part (c) that demonstrates limited understanding of 
how the production technology is linked to the movement. The candidate 
needed to provide clearer and more detailed evidence of how the production 
technology impacted on the movement to gain A4. 

  


